phoenix fully framed series

designed simplicity

designed simplicity

For further information on our complete range
of Pivotech shower screens,
please call or visit pivotpoint.mobi

Our range includes:
Pivotech Evolution series
Pivotech Frameless Glass Hardware
Pivotech Phoenix series - sill-less and headless
Pivotech Momentum
Pivotech Manhattan
Pivotech Optima series

phoenix
Corporate Office
Victoria
160 Ordish Road
Dandenong South, VIC 3175
P: (03) 9798 9198
F: (03) 9798 4499

Branch Locations
Queensland
2/1 Garret St
Brendale, QLD 4500
P: (07) 3889 7400
F: (07) 3205 6112

Western Australia
PO Box 396; 36 Kulin Way
Mandurah, WA 6210
P: 08 9581 7988
F: 08 9581 8188

pivotech.com.au • PivotPoint.mobi
Pivotech is a brand of Aluminium Industries of Australia Pty.Ltd.
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fully framed series

designed simplicity

phoenix series - fully framed

features
full length handle

For more than 20 years, Pivotech
has produced a range of shower

The unique Phoenix full-length moulding is

enclosures that set the standard for

integrated into the door design - creating an

craftsmanship and value for money.

extremely strong handle that is convenient
to use, yet remains stylish and visually

Bathroom design is a fashion

unobtrusive.

business and our design team
continue to expand our range of

optional plastic handle

products, meeting the
ever-changing needs of our

An optional plastic handle is available to

customers and ensuring that

provide a larger grip area.

Pivotech products are both
fashionable and functional.
Using the highest quality materials,
our systems continue to be an
investment in quality and style.

optional door gutter

Phoenix shower enclosures are

The door gutter allows excess water to

designed with the versatility to

run back into the shower area when the

adapt to numerous applications and

door is open.

phoenix - fully framed 90º

phoenix - fully framed 45º

phoenix - fully framed 90º with panel

ease of installation and quality of

The Phoenix series represents

45° enclosure allows more

The addition of an infill panel allows the

components that our customers

the ultimate in fully framed shower

flexible use of available space.

Phoenix to be enlarged to suit even the

rely on.

enclosures. The smooth contoured

This configuration allows the

largest bathroom, while keeping the door

Elegance without compromise –

profile is easy to clean, yet strong

placement of vanity and toilet on

at a convenient size.

designed simplicity.

enough to provide many years of

either side of the screen without

The Phoenix fully-framed shower screens

elegant service.

compromising the door opening.

are ideally suited to any bathroom.

configurations, combined with the

proven design

Their robust construction guarantees years
of trouble-free service.

configurations

finishes

bright silver

matt natural

bright gold

pearl white

white birch

barley

black

